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Abstract

This paper is concerned with the parameters of shock-acoustic waves (SAW) generated during rocket launchings. We have
developed the interferometric method for determining SAW parameters (including angular characteristics of the wave vector,
and the SAW phase velocity, as well as the direction towards the source) using GPS-arrays. Contrary to the conventional
radio-probing techniques, the proposed method provides an estimate of SAW parameters without a priori information about
the site and time of a rocket launching. The application of the method is illustrated by a case study of ionospheric e9ects from
launchings of rockets PROTON, SOYUZ and SPACE SHUTTLE from Baikonur and Kennedy Space Center cosmodromes in
1998–2000. In spite of a di9erence of rocket characteristics, the ionospheric response for all launchings had the character of an
N -wave corresponding to the form of a shock wave. The SAW period T is 270–360 s, and the amplitude exceeds the standard
deviation of total electron content background Cuctuations in this range of periods under quiet and moderate geomagnetic
conditions by factors of 2–5 as a minimum. The angle of elevation of the SAW wave vector varies from 30◦ to 60◦, and the
SAW phase velocity (900–1200 m=s) approaches the sound velocity at heights of the ionospheric F-region maximum. The
position of the SAW source, inferred by neglecting refraction corrections, corresponds to the segment of the rockets path at
a distance no less than 200–900 km from the launch pad, and to the rocket Cying altitude no less than 100 km. Our data are
consistent with the existing view that SAW are generated during a nearly horizontal Cight of the rocket with its engine in
operation in the acceleration segment of the path at 100–130 km altitudes in the lower atmosphere. c© 2001 Elsevier Science
Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A large number of publications, including a variety of
thorough reviews (Karlov et al., 1980;Mendillo, 1981, 1982;
Nagorsky, 1998, 1999) are devoted to the study of the iono-
spheric response of the shock wave produced during launch-
ings of powerful rockets. ScientiEc interest in this problem
is due to the fact that such launchings can be regarded as ac-
tive experiments in the Earth’s atmosphere, and they can be
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used in solving a wide variety of problems in the physics of
the ionosphere and radio wave propagation. These investi-
gations have also important practical implications since they
furnish a means of substantiating reliable signal indications
of technogenic e9ects (among them, unauthorized), which
is necessary for the construction of an e9ective global ra-
diophysical system for detection and localization of these
e9ects.

To solve the above problems requires reliable information
about fundamental parameters of the ionospheric response of
the shock wave, such as the amplitude and the form, the pe-
riod, the phase and group velocity of the wavetrain, as well as
angular characteristics of the wave vector. Note that for the
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designating the ionospheric response of the shock wave, the
literature uses terminology incorporating a di9erent physical
interpretation, among them the term ‘shock-acoustic wave’
(SAW)—Nagorsky (1998). For convenience, in this paper
we shall use this term despite the fact that it does not reCect
essentially the physical nature of the phenomenon.

Published data on fundamental parameters of the SAW
di9er greatly. According to a review by Karlov et al. (1980),
the oscillation period of the ionospheric response, recorded
during launchings of the Apollo mission rockets, varied from
6 to 90 min, and the propagation velocity was in the range
from 600 to 1670 m=s. The added complication is also that
following the Erst SAW response arriving at the detection
point, a ‘second’ wave propagating with the sound velocity
at the ground level is often recorded (Karlov et al., 1980;
Calais and Minster, 1996). A ‘third’ wave with large peri-
ods and subsonic propagation velocities is occasionally also
detected (Nagorsky, 1998, 1999). This wave is identiEed as
an exciting acoustic-gravity wave (AGW) during a rocket
launching.

There is an even greater uncertainty in the localization of
the region of SAW generation, which is necessary both for
an understanding of the physical mechanisms of the phe-
nomenon, and for a scientiEc justiEcation of the solution of
applied problems. Published data are discussed in more de-
tail in Section 5, by comparison with our obtained results.

The lack of comprehensive, reliable data on SAWparame-
ters is due primarily to the limitations of existing experimen-
tal methods and detection facilities. The main body of data
was obtained by measuring the frequency Doppler shift at
vertical and oblique-incidence ionospheric soundings in the
HF range (Jacobson and Carlos, 1994; Nagorsky, 1998). In
some instances the sensitivity of this method is suOcient to
detect the SAW reliably; however diOculties emerge when
localizing the region where the detected signal is generated.
These problems are caused by the multiple-hop character
of HF signal propagation. This gives no way of deriving
reliable information about the phase and group velocities
of SAW propagation, estimating angular characteristics of
the wave vector, and, further still, of localizing the SAW
source.

Using the method of transionospheric sounding with
VHF radio signals from geostationary satellites, a number of
experimental data on SAW parameters were obtained in
measurements of the Faraday rotation of the plane of sig-
nal polarization which is proportional to a total electron
content (TEC) along the line connecting the satellite-borne
transmitter with the receiver (Mendillo, 1981, 1982; Li et
al., 1994). A serious limitation of methods based on an-
alyzing signals from geostationary satellites is that their
number is too small and ever decreasing with time, and the
distribution in longitude is non-uniform; this is especially
true in regard to the eastern hemisphere. Published data
from incoherent scatter (IS) radars are also scarce; as far
as our knowledge goes, there is only one publication (No-
ble, 1990) reporting the detection of long-period (gravity)

waves over the Arecibo IS station, following the launching
of the SPACE SHUTTLE on October 18, 1993.

A common limitation of the above-mentioned methods
when determining the SAWphase velocity is the necessity of
knowing the time of a rocket launching since this velocity is
inferred from the SAW delay with respect to the launch time
assuming that the velocity is constant along the propagation
path, which is quite contrary to fact.

For determining the above-mentioned reasonably com-
plete set of SAW parameters, it is necessary to have ap-
propriate spatial and temporal resolution which cannot be
ensured by existing, very sparse, networks of ionosondes,
oblique-incidence radio sounding paths, and IS radars.
Furthermore, the creation of these facilities involves devel-
oping dedicated equipment, including powerful radio trans-
mitters which contaminate the radio medium. As a result,
the above systems cannot serve as an eOcient basis for a
global radiophysical system for detection and localization of
technogenic e9ects which must provide a continuous, global
monitoring.

The advent and evolution of a global positioning system,
GPS, and also the creation of widely branched networks of
GPS stations (at least 800 sites in February of 2001, the data
from which are placed on the Internet) opened up a new era
in remote ionospheric sensing. In the immediate future this
network will undergo a substantial expansion by integration
with the GLONASS positioning system (Klobuchar, 1997).

Currently, some authors have embarked on an intense de-
velopment of methods for detecting the ionospheric response
of strong earthquakes (Calais and Minster, 1995), rocket
launchings (Calais and Minster, 1996), and industrial sur-
face explosions (Fitzgerald, 1997; Calais et al., 1998a,b).
In the cited references, the SAW phase velocity was deter-
mined of the ‘crossing’ method by estimating the time delay
of SAW arrival at subionospheric points corresponding to
di9erent GPS satellites observed at a given time. However,
the accuracy of such a method is rather low because the al-
titude at which the subionospheric points are speciEed, is
determined in a crude way.

The goal of this paper is to develop a method for determin-
ing SAW parameters (including the phase velocity, angular
characteristics of the SAW wave vector, the direction to-
wards the source, and the source location) using GPS-arrays
whose elements can be chosen out of a large set of the sta-
tions of a global GPS network. The emphasis in this paper is
on the ionospheric response of the SAW which is recorded
as a ‘Erst’ wave, although our developed methods make it
also possible to analyze other wave manifestations of rocket
launchings. This will be the subject of future work.

Section 2 presents a description of the geometry of exper-
iments and general information about the rocket launchings
from the Baikonur and Kennedy Space Center (KSC) cos-
modromes which are analyzed in this study. A brief account
of the proposed method is presented in Section 3. Mea-
surements of SAW parameters at di9erent GPS-arrays dur-
ing rocket launchings are discussed in Section 4. Section 5
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discusses experimental results and compares them with the
data reported by other authors. It is beyond the scope of this
paper to consider the physical mechanisms of SAW gener-
ation and propagation.

2. The geometry and general characterization of
experiments

This paper presents the results derived from determining
the key SAW parameters during ascents of the PROTON,
SOYUZ (a total of 20 launchings) and SPACE SHUTTLE
(a total of two launchings) from cosmodromes Baikonur
(45:6◦N; 63:3◦E) and KSC (28:5◦N; 279:3◦E) in 1998–
2000.

In spite of the large number of GPS stations, the selection
of GPS-arrays for detecting SAW generated during rocket
launchings is made diOcult by the fact that the rocket Cight
paths for both cosmodromes pass either over the Atlantic
ocean or over sparsely populated regions of Kazakhstan.
Nevertheless, it was possible to utilize a suOcient number
of GPS stations in order for this method to be implemented.
Table 1 presents the geographic coordinates of the GPS sta-
tions used as GPS-array elements.

Fig. 1 portrays the geometry of experiments during
PROTON and SOYUZ launchings from the Baikonur
cosmodrome. The dash line roughly corresponds to the
horizontal projection of the rocket Cight trajectory with
orbital inclination  =51:6◦ (Nagorsky, 1999). The
symbol ♦ marks the pad site. Bold dots mark the po-
sition of GPS stations, and upper-case lettering corre-
sponds to their names. The scaling of the coordinate
axes is selected from considerations of an approximate

Table 1
GPS site names and locations

No. Site Geograph. latitude Geograph longitude

Kazakstan
1 SUMK 44.208 73.997
2 SELE 43.178 77.016
3 CHUM 42.998 74.751
4 POL2 42.679 74.694
5 SHAS 42.620 75.315
6 TALA 42.445 72.210
7 KUMT 41.864 78.190

Cape Canaveral
1 CCV3 28.460 279.457
2 CCV1 28.460 279.457
3 EKY1 27.600 277.240
4 AOML 25.735 279.838
5 MIA3 25.732 279.840
6 MIA1 25.733 279.840
7 KYW1 24.582 278.347
8 KYW2 24.582 278.348
9 RCM6 25.614 279.616

equality of the linear dimensions along the latitude and lon-
gitude.

The following information about rocket launchings
from the Baikonur cosmodrome as extracted from the
Internet sites: http==www.Catoday.com; http:==www.space-
launchnews.com; and http:==www.ksc.nasa.gov. General
information regarding these launches is summarized in
Table 2 (including the launch time t0 of UT, the orbital
inclination  to the equatorial plane, and the level of ge-
omagnetic disturbance according to Dst-variation data). It
was found that the deviation of Dst for the selected days
was quite moderate thus enabling the SAW to be identiEed.

Fig. 2 presents the experimental geometry during SPACE
SHUTTLE launchings from the KSC cosmodrome (the des-
ignations are the same as in Fig. 1). The SPACE SHUT-
TLEDiscovery spacecraft (STS-90) and SPACE SHUTTLE
Columbia (STS-95) were launched on April 17, 1998 (Day
107) and on October 29, 1998 (Day 302), respectively. Gen-
eral information about these launches is also summarized in
Table 2. The horizontal projection of the rocket trajectory
for the October 29 launching is constructed using the Inter-
net data. The level of geomagnetic disturbance as deduced
from the Dst-variation data was also found to be quite mod-
erate for these launches, which made it possible to reliably
identify the SAW.

3. Methods of determining shock-acoustic wave
characteristics using GPS-arrays

The standard GPS technology provides a means for
wave disturbances detection based on phase measurements
of TEC at two-frequency GPS receivers. A method of
reconstructing TEC variations from measurements of the
ionosphere-induced additional increment of the group and
phase delay of the satellite radio signal was detailed and
validated in a series of publications (Calais and Minster,
1995, 1996; Fitzgerald, 1997). We reproduce here only the
Enal formula for phase measurements (Hofmann-Wellenhof
et al., 1992)

I =
1

40:308
f2

1f
2
2

f2
1 − f2

2
[(L1�1 − L2�2) + const + nL]; (1)

where L1�1 and L2�2 are additional paths of the ratio signal
caused by the phase delay in the ionosphere, (m); L1 and L2

represent the number of phase rotations at the frequencies
f1 = 1575:42 and f2 = 1227:6 MHz; �1 and �2 stand for the
corresponding wavelengths, (m); const is the unknown ini-
tial phase ambiguity, (m); and nL are errors in determining
the phase path, (m).

Phase measurements in the GPS can be made with a high
degree of accuracy corresponding to the error of TEC de-
termination of at least 1014 m−2 when averaged on a 30-s
time interval, with some uncertainty of the initial value
of TEC, however (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 1992). This
makes possible detecting ionization irregularities and wave
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Fig. 1. Experimental geometry during launches of the PROTON from Baikonur cosmodrome. The dash line roughly corresponds to the
horizontal projection of the rocket Cight trajectory with an orbital inclination of 51:6◦. The symbol ♦ marks the position of the launch pad.
Solid lines show trajectories of subionospheric points for each GPS satellite at the height hmax = 400 km. Dark boxes along the trajectories
show the position of subionospheric points at the time tp of a maximum deviation of the frequency Doppler shift F . Asterisks show the
source position at 100 km altitude determined using the data from the GPS-arrays. Numbers at the asterisks correspond to day numbers
and to the ‘switch-on’ delay of the source with respect to the launch time. Dash straight lines connecting the anticipated source with the
subionospheric point designate the horizontal projection of the wave vector K . Heavy dots and upper-case letters mark the position and
names of the GPS stations, while lower-case letters along the trajectories refer to station names and PRN numbers of the GPS satellites.

processes in the ionosphere over a wide range of amplitudes
(up to 10−4 of the diurnal TEC variation) and periods (from
24 h to 5 min). The unit of TEC, which is equal to 1016 m−2

(TECU) and is commonly accepted in the literature, will be
used in the following.

Fig. 3a gives a schematic representation of the tran-
sionospheric sounding geometry. The axes z, y, and x are
directed, respectively, zenithward, northward (N ) and east-
ward (E). P—point of intersection of line-of-sight (LOS)
to the satellite with the maximum of the ionospheric
F2-region; S subionospheric point; �s—the azimuthal an-
gle, counted o9 from the northward in a clockwise direc-
tion; and �s—the angle of elevation between the direction r
along LOS and the terrestrial surface at the reception site.

In some instances a convenient way of detecting and de-
termining the ionospheric response delay of the shock wave
involves inferring the frequency Doppler shift F from TEC
series obtained by formula (1). Such an approach is also use-
ful in comparing TEC response characteristics from the GPS
data with those obtained by analyzing HF range Doppler

shift (Jacobson and Carlos, 1994; Nagorsky, 1998, 1999)
and VHF signals from geostationary satellites (Mendillo,
1981, 1982; Li et al., 1994). To an approximation suOcient
for the purpose of our investigation, a corresponding rela-
tionship was obtained by Davies (1969)

F =13:5× 10−8 I ′t =f; (2)

where It stands for the time derivative of TEC. Relevant
results derived from analyzing the F(t)-variations calculated
for the L1 GPS frequency of 1575:42 MHz are discussed in
Section 4.

The correspondence of space–time phase characteristics,
obtained through transionospheric soundings, with local
characteristics of disturbances in the ionosphere was con-
sidered in detail in a wide variety of publications (Bertel
et al., 1976; Afraimovich et al., 1992; Mercier and Jacob-
son, 1997) and is not analyzed at length in this study. The
most important conclusion of the cited references is the
fact that, as for the extensively exploited model of a ‘plane
phase screen’, disturbances SI(x; y; t) of TEC faithfully
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Table 2
Common information about rocket launches

No. Name Data t0 (UT)  (◦) Dst (nT)

1 SHUTTLE April 17 1998 (Day 107) 18:19 39.0 −37
2 SHUTTLE October 29 1998 (Day 302) 19:19 28.45 −15
3 PROTON November 20 1998 (Day 324) 06:40 51.6 −9
4 SOYUZ March 15 1999 (Day 74) 03:06 52.0 −16
5 SOYUZ April 15 1999 (Day 105) 00:46 51.6 −3
6 PROTON May 20 1999 (Day 140) 22:30 51.6 −3
7 PROTON July 5 1999 (Day 186) 13:32 51.6 +11
8 SOYUZ September 22 1999 (Day 265) 14:33 51.6 +22
9 PROTON October 27 1999 (Day 300) 16:16 51.6 −80

10 SOYUZ November 22 1999 (Day 326) 16:20 52.0 −25
11 PROTON February 12 2000 (Day 43) 09:10 51.6 −108
12 PROTON April 17 2000 (Day 108) 21:06 51.6 −20
13 SOYUZ April 25 2000 (Day 116) 20:07 51.6 −12
14 SOYUZ May 3 2000 (Day 124) 13:25 51.6 +10
15 PROTON June 6 2000 (Day 158) 02:59 51.6 +9
16 PROTON July 12 2000 (Day 194) 04:56 51.6 −8
17 SOYUZ August 6 2000 (Day 219) 18:27 51:67 −16
18 PROTON August 28 2000 (Day 241) 20:08 51.6 −8
19 SOYUZ September 29 2000 (Day 273) 09:30 51.6 −3
20 PROTON October 1 2000 (Day 275) 22:00 51.6 −9
21 PROTON October 13 2000 (Day 287) 14:12 51.6 +3
22 SOYUZ October 31 2000 (Day 305) 07:52 51.6 −11
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Fig. 2. Experimental geometry during launches of the SPACE
SHUTTLE from the Kennedy Space Center cosmodrome (the des-
ignations are the same as in Fig. 1).

copy the horizontal part of the corresponding disturbance
SN (x; y; z; t) of local concentration, independently of
the angular position of the source, and can be used

in experiments on measuring the wave disturbances of
TEC.

However, the TEC response amplitude experiences a
strong ‘aspect’ dependence caused by the integral character
of a transionospheric sounding. As a Erst approximation,
the transionospheric sounding method is responsive only to
TIDs with the wave vector Kt perpendicular to the direction
r. A corresponding condition for elevation � and azimuth
� of an arbitrary wave vector Kt normal to the direction r,
has the form

�=arctan(−cos(�s − �)=tan �s): (3)

We used formula (3) in determining the elevation � of Kt

from the known mean value of azimuth � by Afraimovich
et al. (1998)—see Sections 3.2 and 4.

3.1. Detection and determination of the horizontal phase
velocity Vh and the direction � of the SAW phase front
along the ground by GPS-arrays

In the simplest form, space–time variations of the TEC
SI(t; x; y) in the ionosphere, at each given time t can be rep-
resented in terms of a phase interference pattern that moves
without a change in its shape (the solitary, plane travelling
wave)

SI(t; x; y)= � sin(�t − Kxx − Kyy + ’0); (4)

where �; Kx; Ky; �—are the amplitude, the x- and
y-projections of the wave vector K , and the angular
frequency of the disturbance, respectively; T =2 =�,
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic representation of the transionospheric sounding geometry. The axes z; y, and x are directed, respectively, zenithward,
northward (N) and eastward (E). P—point of intersection of line-of-sight (LOS) to the satellite with the maximum of the ionospheric
F2-region; S—subionospheric point; �s—the azimuthal angle, counted o9 from the northward in a clockwise direction; and �s—the angle of
elevation between the direction r along LOS and the terrestrial surface at the reception site. !—the angle between the vectors Kt and r. (b)
GPS-array geometry. A;B;C—receiver points spaced by about several tens of kilometers, at which two-frequency multichannel GPS-receivers
are installed. Parallel lines correspond to lines of equal TEC. The arrow indicates the vector K in the direction �; N;E—northward and
eastward directions.

"=2 =|K | is its period and wavelength; and ’0 is the ini-
tial phase of the disturbance. The vector K is a horizontal
projection of the full vector Kt (Fig. 3a).

At this point, it is assumed that in the case of small spatial
and temporal increments (the distances between GPS-array
sites are less than the typical spatial scale of TEC variation,
and the time interval between samples is less than the cor-
responding time scale), the inCuence of second derivatives
can be neglected. The following choices of GPS-arrays all
meet these requirements.

For the SAW which have mostly the character of an
N -wave (Li et al., 1994; Calais and Minster, 1995, 1996;
Fitzgerald, 1997; Calais et al., 1998a, b), the amplitude � in
(4) can be speciEed as (with an appropriate choice of the
model parameters)

�(t)= exp

[
−
(
t − tmax

td

)2
]
; (5)

where tmax is the time when the disturbance has a maximum
amplitude, and td is the half-thickness of the ‘wave packet’.
We employed this model in simulating the SAW detected
during PROTON launch on April 17, 2000 (see Section 4.2
and Fig. 5).

We now summarize brieCy the sequence of data process-
ing procedures. Out of a large number of GPS stations, three
sites (A, B, C) are selected, the distances between which do
not exceed about one-half the expected wavelength " of the
perturbation. Site B is taken to be the center of a topocen-
tric reference frame whose axis x is directed eastward, and

the axis y is directed northward. The receivers in this frame
of reference have the coordinates (xA; yA); (0; 0); (xC ; yC).
Parallel lines in Fig. 3b are lines of equal TEC; the arrow
indicates the direction � of a normal to these lines, that is,
the direction of the wave vector K . Such a conEguration
of the GPS receivers represents the GPS-array with a min-
imum number of the required elements. In regions with a
dense network of GPS sites, we can obtain a large variety
of GPS-arrays of a di9erent conEguration enabling the ac-
quired data to be checked for reliability; in this paper we
have exploited such a possibility.

The input data include series of the slant value of TEC
IA(t); IB(t); I(t), as well as corresponding series of values
of the elevation �s(t) and the azimuth �s(t) of the beam
to the satellite calculated using our developed CONVTEC
software program which converts the RINEX-Eles, stan-
dard for the GPS system, from the Internet (Gurtner, 1993).
For determining SAW characteristics, continuous series of
measurements of IA(t); IB(t); IC(t) are selected with a length
of at least a one-hour interval which includes the launch
time.

To eliminate variations of the regular ionosphere, as well
as trends introduced by orbital motion of the satellite, a
procedure is used to remove the linear trend with the selected
time window. This procedure is best suited to the detection
of the signal such as a single pulse (N -wave) when compared
to the frequently used band-pass Elter (Li et al., 1994; Calais
and Minster, 1995, 1996; Fitzgerald, 1997; Calais et al.,
1998a, b). A limitation of the band-pass Elter is the delay
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and the oscillatory character of the response which gives no
way of reconstructing the form of the N -wave.

Series of the values of the elevation �s(t) and azimuth
�s(t) of the beam to the satellite are used to determine the
location of the subionospheric point S (see Fig. 3a), as well
as to calculate the elevation � of the wave vector Kt of the
disturbance from the known azimuth � (see formula (3) and
Section 3.2).

The most reliable results from the determination of SAW
parameters correspond to high values of elevations �s(t) of
the beam to the satellite because sphericity e9ects become
reasonably small. In addition, there is no need to recalculate
the slant value of TEC SI(t) to the ‘vertical’ value. In this
paper, all results were obtained for elevations �s(t) larger
than 30◦.

Since the distance between GPS-array elements (from
several tens to a few hundred of kilometers) is much smaller
than that to the GPS satellite (over 20 000 km), the array ge-
ometry at the height near the main maximum of the F2-layer
is identical to that on the ground (see Sections 3:3).

Fig. 4d shows typical time dependencies of an slant TEC
I(t) at the GPS-array CHUM station near the Baikonur cos-
modrome for the launch day, July 5, 1999 (heavy curve),
one day before and after the launch (thin lines). For the
same days; panel e shows TEC variations SI(t) obtained
from the initial dependence I(t) by removing the linear
trend using the 5-min time window. Variations in frequency
Doppler shift F(t), ‘reduced’ to the L1 GPS frequency of
1575:42 MHz, for three sites of the array (SELE, CHUM,
SHAS) for the launch days, July 5, 1999, are presented in
panel f. Day numbers, GPS station names and GPS PRN
satellite numbers are indicated in all panels. The arrows at
the abscissa axis indicate the launch time t0.

It is evident from Fig. 4 that fast N -shaped oscillations
with a typical period T of about 300 s are clearly dis-
tinguished among slow TEC variations. The oscillation
amplitude (up to 0.5 TECU) is far in excess of the TEC
Cuctuation intensity during ‘background’ days. Variations
in frequency Doppler shift F(t) for spatially separated sites
(SELE, CHUM, SHAS) are well correlated but are shifted
relative to each other by an amount well below the period,
which permits the SAW propagation velocity to be unam-
biguously determined. A time resolution of 30 s used in
our study, which is standard for the GPS data, is not quite
suOcient for determining small shifts of such signals with
an adequate accuracy for di9erent sites of the array (Fig.
4f). Therefore, we used a parabolic approximation of the
F(t)-oscillations in the neighborhood of minimum F(t),
which is quite acceptable when the signal=noise ratio is
high. In addition, we used di9erent combinations for three
sites of the possible number of GPS-array sites in the area
of BaiKonur and KSC cosmodromes. Relevant results
for all combinations are presented in Tables 3 and 4 (see
Section 4.4).

With proper account of a good signal=noise ratio (larger
than 1), we determine the horizontal projection of the phase
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Fig. 4. Time dependencies of slant TEC I(t) at one of the three
sites of the GPS-array in the area of Baikonur cosmodrome on the
days of PROTON launch (heavy curve), and one day before and
one day after the launch (thin curves) on July 5, 1999—panel d,
and on April 17, 2000—panel a; panels b; e—for the same days
but the TEC variations SI(t) with the linear trend removed; panels
c; f—variations of the frequency Doppler shift F(t) ‘reduced’ to
the L1 GPS frequency of 1575:42 MHz, for three sites of the arrays,
launch days. All panels show day numbers, GPS station names,
and PRN numbers of the GPS satellites. The small arrows at the
abscissa axis indicate the launch time t0.

velocity Vh with the known coordinates of array sites A, B,
C from time tp shifts of a maximum deviation of the fre-
quency Doppler shift F(t). Preliminarily measured shifts are
subjected to a linear transformation with the purpose of
calculating shifts for sites spaced relative to the central site
northward N and eastward E (Afraimovich et al.,
1998). This is followed by a calculation of the E- and
N -components of Vx and Vy, as well as the direction �
in the range of angles 0–360◦ and the modulus Vh of the
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Table 3
The parameters of shock-acoustic waves for PROTON launches

No. Sites tp St T AI AF � (◦) � (◦) Vh Vt V� ’w (◦) Stw
(UT) (s) (s) (TECU) (mHz) (m=s) (m=s) (m=s) �w (◦) (s)

1999 July 5; t0 = 13 : 32 UT
1 SELE 13:44:44 764 300 0.46 10.34 58.9 153 1808 931 1070 48 264

CHUM 66
SHAS

2 SUMK 13:42:44 644 300 0.75 14.68 58 157 1639 874 976 47.9 259
POL2 66
SELE

3 KUMT 13:45:54 834 360 0.36 6.91 59 152 2473 1271 1094 47.7 265
SHAS 66.7
SELE

4 POL2 13:44:32 752 300 0.39 9.50 58.7 154 2458 1278 894 47.8 262
SELE 66
KUMT

5 CHUM 13:44:09 729 300 0.49 11.22 58.8 154 1741 901 926 48 263
SELE 66
SUMK

6
∑

305 0.48 10.36 58.7 154 2024 1051 992 47.9 263
66.1

1999 October 27; t0 = 16 : 16 UT
7 CHUM 16:30:58 899 300 0.098 1.73 46.5 161 1679 1156 823 47.5 308

POL2 67.7
SHAS

8 SUMK 16:29:31 811 270 0.12 3.28 46.3 162 1666 1151 827 47.4 325
POL2 68.4
SHAS

9 SHAS 16:31:31 931 300 0.053 1.38 45.9 163 1659 1155 844 47.5 302
CHUM 68.4
SUMK

10 POL2 16:31:18 918 270 0.067 1.47 46.8 161 1666 1151 811 47.4 312
CHUM 67.7
SUMK

11
∑

285 0.08 1.73 46.4 162 1668 1153 826 47.5 312
68

2000 April 17; t0 = 21 : 06 UT
12 CHUM 21:20:02 842 240 0.15 4.3 50.1 177 1102 707 649 48.4 283

POL2 21:20:34 874 300 0.12 3.5 65.1
SHAS 21:20:42 882 240 0.14 3.5

horizontal component of the SAW phase velocity

�=arctan(Vy=Vx);

Vh = |VxVy|(V 2
x + V 2

y )
−1=2;

(6)

where Vy; Vx are the velocities with which the phase front
crosses the axes x and y. The orientation � of the wave
vector K , which is coincident with the propagation azimuth

of the SAW phase front, is calculated unambiguously in the
range 0–360◦ subject to the condition that arctan(Vy=Vx) is
calculated having regard to the sign of the numerator and
denominator.

The above method for determining the SAW phase
velocity neglects the correction for orbital motion of the
satellite because the estimates of Vh obtained below exceed
an order of magnitude as a minimum the velocity of the
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Table 4
The parameters of shock-acoustic waves for SPACE SHUTTLE launches

No. Sites tp St T AI AF � (◦) � (◦) Vh Vt V� ’w (◦) Stw
(UT) (s) (s) (TECU) (mHz) (m=s) (m=s) (m=s) �w (◦) (s)

1998 October 29; t0 = 19 : 19 UT
1 AOML 19:30:47 707 210 0.36 6.00 34.7 214 1502 1236 798 28.5 204

KYW1 19:32:54 834 210 0.2 4.14 694 284
EKY1 19:30:29 689 240 0.06 2.50 592

2 MIA3 19:30:52 712 210 0.44 7.42 34 213 1556 1290 852 28.7 202
KYW1 284
EKY1

3
∑

218 0.27 4.32 34.4 213.5 1529 1263 734 28.6 203
284

Table 5
Statistics of the shock-acoustic waves parameters for Baikonur cosmodrome

T AI � (◦) � (◦) Vh Vt V� ’w (◦) �w (◦) Stw
(s) (TECU) (m=s) (m=s) (m=s) (s)

Mean 279 0.118 159 49 1601 992 780 48 65 247
Rms 47 0.126 19 13 514 340 150 3.87 7.3 102

subionospheric point at the height near the main maximum
of the F2-layer for elevations �s ¿ 30◦ (Afraimovich et al.,
1998).

From the delay St= tp − t0 and the known path length
between the launch pad and the subionospheric point we cal-
culated also the SAW mean velocity Va in order to compare
our obtained estimates of the SAW phase velocity with the
usually used method of measuring this quantity.

3.2. The sensitivity of a method and determination of the
elevation of the wave vector � of the shock wave

To determine the main parameters of the wave vector of
SAW, there is no need to obtain estimates of the absolute
value of the TEC response. It would suOce for this purpose
that its amplitude exceeds the noise level.

The detection sensitivity of the TEC response to the SAW
propagation depends on a variety of factors, such as the
mutual direction orientation of the SAW wave vector, the
geomagnetic Eeld vector, and on the LOS to the satellite.

The presence of a magnetic Eeld modiEes the picture of
transfer of movements from the neutral gas to the electron
component of the ionosphere. Since the magnetic Eeld is not
entrained by the neutral gas, the Eeld lines can be considered
Exed. In this case, the acceptable approximation would be
the one, in which the electron component travels only along
magnetic Eeld lines with the velocity u · cos(+), where + is
the angle between the magnetic Eeld vector and the velocity
vector u of the neutral gas.

Let us estimate the value of + for PROTON launches. The
magnetic dip for the Baikonur cosmodrome is 68◦, and the
declination is−8:5◦. For the mean values of the azimuth and
elevation of the wave vector Kt 159◦ and 49◦, respectively
(see Section 4.1 and Table 5), the angle is + ∼= 20◦, and
the value of cos(+) ≈ 0:94 di9ers little from 1. It should be
remembered, however, that taking into account this factor
can be very important in the analysis of the complete picture
of TEC disturbances during rocket launches.

Afraimovich et al. (1992) showed that for an Gaussian
ionization distribution the TEC disturbance amplitude (M)
is determined by the aspect angle ! between the vectors Kt

and r (see Fig. 3a), as well as by the ratio of the wavelength
of the disturbance " to the half-thickness of the ionization
maximum hd

M (!)˙ exp
(
− 2h2d cos

2 !
"2 cos2 �s

)
: (7)

The angle ! is deEned by the relation

cos !=cos �s cos � cos(�s − �) + sin �s sin �: (8)

In the case under consideration (see below), for the phase
velocity of order 1 km=s and for the period of about 200 s,
the wavelength " is comparable with the half-thickness of
the ionization maximum hd. When the elevations �s are
30◦; 45◦; 60◦, the Elter pass band of the aspect 9lter M (!)
at 0.5 level is, respectively, 25◦, 22◦ and 15◦. If hd is twice
as large as the wavelength, then the Elter pass band tapers
to 14◦, 10◦ and 8◦, respectively.
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The aspect 9lter M (!) actually determines the sensitivity
of this method and restricts the number of LOS, for which
it is possible to detect reliably the SAW response in the
presence of noise (near the angles !=90◦).

On the other hand, formula (3) can be used to determine
the elevation � of the wave vector Kt of the shock wave at
the known value of the azimuth � (Afraimovich et al., 1998).
Hence the phase velocity modulus Vt can be deEned as

Vt =Vh · cos(�): (9)

The above values of the Elter pass band ofM (!) determine
the error of calculation of the elevations � (of order 20◦).

The use of formula (3) implies that the condition of prox-
imity of the aspect angle ! to 90◦ is satisEed for the selected
LOS trajectory when the SAW is being recorded. To make
sure that this is true, we analyzed the aspect conditions for
each particular experimental geometry and for all satellites
visible in the time interval selected. After that, for a sub-
sequent processing we choose the most approporiate tra-
jectory which is usually characterized by a maximum TEC
response. In Section 4.2, by considering a particular ex-
ample of a data processing and modelling, we analyze the
amplitude and form of the TEC response for four LOS si-
multaneously, depending on the aspect conditions and ex-
perimental geometry at the time of the PROTON launching
on April 17, 2000.

3.3. Determining the position and ‘switch-on’ time of the
SAW source without regard for refraction corrections

The ionospheric region that is responsible for the main
contribution to TEC variations lies in the neighborhood of
the maximum of the ionospheric F-region, which does de-
termine the height hmax of the subionospheric point. When
selecting hmax, it should be taken into consideration that the
decrease in electron density with height above the main max-
imum of the F2-layer proceeds much more slowly than is the
case below the maximum. Since the density distribution with
height is essentially a ‘weight function’ of the TEC response
to a wave disturbance (Afraimovich et al., 1992), it is ap-
propriate to use, as hmax, the value exceeding the true height
of the layer hF2 maximum by about 100 km. hF2 varies over
a reasonably wide range (250–350 km) depending on the
time of day and on some geophysical factors which, when
necessary, can be taken into account if corresponding addi-
tional experimental data and current ionospheric models are
used. In all calculations that follow, hmax = 400 km is used.

To a Erst approximation, it can be assumed that it is at
this altitude where the imaginary detector is located, which
records the ionospheric SAW response in TEC variations.
The ‘horizontal size’ of the detection region, which can be
inferred from the propagation velocity of the subionospheric
point as a consequence of the orbital motion of the GPS
satellite (of order 50 m=s), and from the SAW period (of
order 300 s — see Section 4), does not exceed 15–20 km,
which is far smaller than the ‘vertical size’.

From the GPS data, we can determine the coordinates Xs

and Ys of the subionospheric point in the horizontal plane
X 0Y of a topocentric frame of reference centered on the
point B(0; 0) at the time of a maximum TEC deviation
caused by the arrival of the SAW at this point (see
Fig. 3a). Since we know the angular coordinates � and � of
the wave vector Kt , it is possible to determine the location
of the point at which this vector intersects the horizontal
plane X ′0Y ′ at the height hw of the assumed source. Assum-
ing a rectilinear propagation of the SAW from the source to
the subionospheric point and neglecting the sphericity the
coordinate Xw and Yw of the source in a topocentric frame
of reference can be deEned as

Xw =Xp − (hmax − hw)
cos � sin �

sin �
; (10)

Yw = Yp − (hmax − hw)
cos � cos �

sin �
; (11)

where Xp; Yp are the coordinates of the point P (Fig. 3a).
The coordinates Xw and Yw, thus obtained, can readily be

recalculated to the values of the latitude and longitude (0w

and �w) of the source. When recording SAW produced by
launchings of powerful rockets, the region of SAW genera-
tion can lie at heights hw of order 100 km or higher (Li et
al., 1994; Nagorsky, 1998).

Using this approximation, we neglect the possible refrac-
tion at the SAW propagation from the source to the height
hmax. In some publications (Calais et al., 1998) this problem
is solved by performing trajectory calculations using stan-
dard ‘ray tracing’ procedures and neutral atmosphere mod-
els. In doing so, ‘ray tracing’ calculations were carried out
from the source. In this study, it is also possible to perform
such calculations, not from the source but from the subiono-
spheric point (return trajectory).

It should be noted, however, that according to our data
(Section 4) and to the conclusions of some authors (Li et al.,
1994; Nagorsky, 1998), the source lies at 100 km altitude
at least. Thus, the region of SAW generation is within the
narrow height range (90–150 km) where the sound velocity
gradient is maximal (Li et al., 1994). Within the approxi-
mation of ‘short’ waves (geometrical optics), this condition
would mean the signiEcance of refraction e9ects. However,
the radial size of the region of SAW formation, like the ex-
tent of the disturbance itself which it generated by the rocket
jet, is about 30–50 km at the above-mentioned heights. This
value is comparable with the typical scale of variation of
the sound velocity with height, hence the wave is no longer
a ‘short’ one, and the geometrical optics approximation is
inapplicable. One would, therefore, expect that the refrac-
tion e9ect in the neighborhood of the SAW source will be
smaller than anticipated in terms of geometrical optics.

Given the coordinates of the subionospheric point and of
the disturbance source, the mean value of the SAW propa-
gation velocity between the source and the subionospheric
point, and the arrival time of the SAW at this point, then
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within the approximation of a rectilinear propagation it is
easy to determine the ‘switch-on’ delay Stw of the antici-
pated SAW source with respect to the launch. This would
make it possible to obtain additional information about the
SAW source which is needed to understand the mechanism
of SAW generation. The estimates of Stw made below as-
sume that the propagation velocity is taken equal to 700 m=s
(see Li et al., 1994). Note that by the ‘switch-on’ time of
the source is meant here the time of a maximum disturbance
of the background state of the medium when the SAW is
generated.

4. Results of measurements

Hence, using the transformations described in Section 3,
we obtain the following parameters determined from TEC
variations and characterizing the SAW: t0—launch time;
tp—time of a maximum deviation of the frequency Doppler
shift F(t); St—delay of tp with respect to t0; T—SAW
period; AI—TEC disturbance amplitude; AF—amplitude of
a maximum frequency Doppler shift at the L1 GPS fre-
quency of 1575:42 MHz; � and �—azimuth and elevation of
the wave vector Kt ; Vh and Vt—horizontal component and
modulus of the phase velocity; Va—mean wave velocity cal-
culated from the delay St and from the known path-length
between the launch pad and the subionospheric point; 0w

and �w—latitude and longitude of the source at 100 km al-
titude; and Stw—‘switch-on’ delay of the assumed SAW
source with respect to the launch.

Corresponding values of the SAW parameters, and also
site names of the GPS-array and GPS satellite PRN num-
bers are presented in Table 3 for Baikonur cosmodrome and
Table 4 for the KSC cosmodrome.

It should be noted that the estimates of AI and AF are
obtained by Eltering slant TEC series; therefore, equivalent
estimates for ‘vertical’ TEC are smaller by a factor varying
from 1 to 2 depending on the elevation �s of the LOS to the
satellite.

Solid curves in Figs. 1 and 2 show trajectories of subiono-
spheric points for each of the GPS satellites at the height
hmax = 400 km. Dark diamonds along the trajectories cor-
respond to the coordinates of subionospheric points at the
time tp of a maximum deviation of the frequency Doppler
shift F (Fig. 4f). Asterisks designate the source location at
100 km altitude inferred from the GPS-array data. Numbers
at the asterisks refer to the corresponding day numbers and
to the Stw. Dash straight lines connecting the anticipated
source with the subionospheric point show the horizontal
projection of the wave vector Kt (see Fig. 3a).

4.1. SAW parameters during PROTON launches from
Baikonur cosmodrome

Let us consider the results derived from analyzing the
ionospheric e9ect of SAW during failed PROTON launch on

July 5, 1999 obtained at the array (SELE, CHUM, SHAS)
for PRN14 (at the right of Fig. 4, and line 1 in Table 3).

In this case, the delay of the SAW response with respect
to the launch time is 12 min. The SAW has the form of an
N -wave with a period T of about 300 s and an amplitude
AI =0:46 TECU, which is an order to magnitude larger than
TEC Cuctuations for background days. It should be noted,
that this time interval was characterized by a very low level
of geomagnetic activity (+11 nT). The amplitude of a max-
imum frequency Doppler shift AF at the L1 GPS frequency
of 1575:42 MHz was found to be 10:34 mHz.

The azimuth � and elevation � of the wave vector Kt

whose horizontal projection is shown in Fig. 1 by a dashed
line and is marked by K1, are 153◦ and 58:9◦, respectively.
The horizontal component and the modulus of the phase
velocity were found to be Vh = 1808 m=s and Vt =931 m=s.
The source coordinates at 100 km altitude were determined
as 0w =48◦ and �w =66◦.

The ‘switch-on’ delay of the SAW source Stw with re-
spect to the launch time was 264 s. The ‘mean’ velocity of
about Va =1000 m=s, determined in a usual manner from
the response delay with respect to the launch, was close the
phase velocity Vt .

Similar results for the array (POL2, CHUM, SHAS) and
PRN09 were also obtained for failed launch of October 27,
1999. They correspond to the projection of the vector K2 in
Fig. 1, and to line 7 in Table 3. One can only note that the
SAW amplitude was by a factor of 4–5 smaller than that for
launch of July 5, 1999. At an increased level of magnetic
activity (−80 nT) this led to a smaller (compared to July 5,
1999) signal=noise ratio, which, however, did not interfere
with obtaining reliable estimates of SAW parameters.

A comparison of the data for standard launch April 17,
2000 (the vector K3 in Fig. 1, the time dependencies in
Fig. 4, at the left, and to line 12 in Table 3) and failed
launches showed that SAWparameters were reasonably sim-
ilar, irrespective of the level of geomagnetic disturbance, the
season, and the local time.

The mean values and rms of SAW parameters for the
(listed in Table 2) 20 launchings of PROTON and SOYUZ
rockets from Baikonur are presented in Table 5 and analyzed
in Sections 4.4 and 5.

4.2. Analysis of the aspect conditions for SAW response
detection by considering an example of the PROTON
launch on April 17, 2000

Each receiving site of the GPS array observes several
(four at least) GPS satellites at a time. Accordingly, it is
possible to obtain simultaneously several TEC values for
di9erent LOS. A maximum amplitude of the TEC distur-
bance will be observed for those SAW, the wave vector Kt

of which is normal to the direction r, i.e. when the condition
cos(!)= 0 is satisEed.

Fig. 5 presents the time dependencies of the TEC varia-
tions SI(t) with the trend removed (panels a, b, d, e—thick
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Fig. 5. Time dependencies of TEC variations SI(t) with the
trend removed (panels a, b, d, e) for four GPS satellites (PRN16,
PRN18, PRN19, PRN22) from the CHUM station near Baikonur
at the time of the PROTON launch on April 17, 2000. Thick
lines—experimental data, thin lines—model data. The arrows at
the abscissa axis indicate the launch time t0. Panels c; f present
the calculated (for the same satellites) time dependencies of the
angle !(t) between the SAW propagation direction and the LOS to
the satellite—thick lines), as well as the corresponding theoretical
dependencies of the TEC response amplitude M (!)—thin lines.

lines) for four GPS satellites (PRN16, PRN18, PRN19,
PRN22) from the CHUM station in the vicinity of the
Baikonur cosmodrome at the time of the PROTON launch-
ing. The corresponding trajectories of subionospheric points
are shown in Fig. 1.

It is evident from Fig. 5 that fast N -shaped oscillations
with a typical period T of about 300 s that are caused by
the SAW propagation, are reliably distinguished for the
PRN18 satellite (panel a). The oscillation amplitude (on
the order of 0.15 TECU) exceeds substantially the inten-
sity of ‘background’ TEC Cuctuations. The SAW response

delay with respect to the launch time t0 is 12 min. For
the PRN19 satellite (panel b), the oscillations do not show
any pronounced structure, and their amplitude is signif-
icantly lower (not exceeding 0:06 TECU). SAW-induced
TEC disturbances along the LOS trajectories of PRN16 and
PRN22 (Fig. 5d and e) are virtually impossible to distin-
guish from random noise TEC variations. The rms of TEC
Cuctuations for PRN16 and PRN22 is, respectively, 0.02
and 0:01 TECU; however, the disturbance amplitude does
not exceed 0:05 TECU during the course of 10 min after the
launch.

To compare the aspect dependence of TEC disturbances
obtained during the launch, with theoretical calculations,
the model (Afraimovich et al., 1998) was used to simulate
the propagation and recording of wave disturbances of TEC
for the observing conditions on April 17, 2000. This model
makes it possible to calculate the realistic space and time
distribution of electron density Ne in the ionosphere, and
then (using the coordinates of the receiving sites and of the
GPS satellites)—to integrate along the LOS with a given
time step. As a result, we get time series of TEC which
are similar to input experimental data IA(t); IB(t); I(t), and
these series can be processed using the same methods and
experimental ones.

The ionization model (Afraimovich et al., 1998) takes
into account the height distribution of Ne, dirunal and sea-
sonal density variations determined by the zenith angle of
the Sun, as well as irregular disturbances of Ne of a smaller
amplitude and smaller spatial scales in the form of a discrete
superposition of plane travelling waves. In this paper, the
disturbance is speciEed in the form of a single wave packet
in order to achieve a maximum approximation to the real
conditions of the rocket launching (see formula (4) and (5)).

The disturbance parameters were chosen similar to those
obtained experimentally (see line 12 in Table 3). The wave
amplitude made up 2% of the value of Ne in the electron
density maximum. The values of �s; �s for the vector r were
calculated, as pointed out above, from standard RINEX Eles
of GPS receivers.

Model TEC variations with the trend removed are shown
by thin lines in Fig. 5. It is apparent from the Egure that
the PRN18 the period, amplitude and form of the TEC re-
sponse to the propagation of the model wave disturbance in
the ionosphere are similar to the TEC variations during the
SAW propagation observed at the time of the April 17, 2000
launch. For satellites PRN19, PRN16, only the amplitudes
of the calculated and observed TEC Cuctuations are similar.

Using formula (8) and (7), we calculated the theoretical
dependence M (!) for the four satellites mentioned above
(Fig. 5c and f, thin lines). Thick lines in the same panels
show the variations of the angle ! between the propagation
direction of the wave disturbance and the LOS to the satel-
lite.

It is obvious that PRN18 has the most favorable conditions
for the SAW detection: ! varies from 98◦ to 89◦ and M (!)
approaches 1 throughout the observing period. For PRN19,
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the angle ! does not exceed 70◦, and the value of M (!)
reaches 0.9. As a result, the observed TEC disturbances do
not have a pronounced structure of the SAW, as is the case
with PRN18, but their amplitude is still rather large. PRN22
is characterized by the worst detection conditions (Fig. 5f).
The SAW propagates in this case almost along the LOS
(! ∼ 15–30◦, andM (!) ∼ 0:1); therefore, the TEC response
amplitude in Fig. 5e is comparable with the noise level.

Thus, the selection (for a subsequent processing) of the
trajectory with a maximum TEC response to a Erst approxi-
mation guarantees the fulEllment of the condition (!=90◦)
which is necessary for using formula (3) when calculating
the elevation of the wave vector.

4.3. SAW parameters during SPACE SHUTTLE
launches from the KSC cosmodrome

Let us consider the results derived from analyzing the
ionospheric e9ect of the SAW during SPACE SHUTTLE
launch on October 29, 1998 (line 2 of Table 2) obtained at
the array (AOML, KYW1, EKY1) for PRN01 (at the left
of Fig. 6, and line 1 in Table 4).

As in the case of PROTON launches, the delay of the
SAW response with respect to the launch time is 12 min. The
SAW has the form of an N -wave with a period T of about
210 s and an amplitude AI =0:3 TECU (for AOML), which
is an order of magnitude larger than TEC Cuctuations for
background Eelds. The amplitude of a maximum frequency
Doppler shift AF at the L1 GPS frequency of 1575:42 MHz
was found to be 6:04 mHz (for AOML). This time inter-
val was characterized by a very low level of geomagnetic
activity (−15 nT).

The azimuth � and elevation � of the wave vector Kt

whose horizontal projection is shown in Fig. 2 by a dashed
line and is marked by K1 are 214◦ and 34:7◦, respectively.
The horizontal component and the modulus of the phase
velocity, and the mean velocity Va are similar for those of the
PROTON (see Table 4). The source coordinates at 100 km
altitude are determined as 0w =28:5◦ and �w =284◦. The
‘switch-on’ delay of the SAW source Stw with respect to
the launch time is 204 s.

4.4. Verifying the reliability of measurements of SAW
parameters

To convince ourselves that the determination of the main
parameters of the SAW form and dynamics is reliable for
the launches analyzed here, in the area of the Baikonur and
KSC cosmodromes we selected di9erent combinations of
three sites out of the sets of GPS stations available to us, and
these data were processed with the same processing param-
eters. Relevant results for Baikonur (including the average
results for the sets 1), presented in Table 3 and in Fig. 1
(SAW source position), show that the values of SAW pa-
rameters are similar, which indicates a good stability of the
data obtained, irrespective of the GPS-array conEguration.

The relative position of the PROTON Cight path and of
the GPS-array stations suitable for SAW detection was very
convenient for our experiment because the subionospheric
points of the GPS satellites were close to the portion of the
trajectory where the anticipated SAW source was located
(Li et al., 1994; Nagorsky, 1998), and away from the launch
pad. In addition, the aspect condition (3) corresponding to
a maximum amplitude of the SAW response to the SAW
passage was satisEed quite well for this geometry for all
array stations simultaneously. This is conErmed by a high
degree of correlation of SAW responses at the array ele-
ments (Fig. 4c and f), which made it possible to obtain dif-
ferent sets of triangles from the six GPS stations available
to us.

The mean values of this parameters for 20 launches of
PROTON and SOYUZ from Baikonur cosmodrome are
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Fig. 6. Same as in Fig. 4, but in the area of Kennedy Space Center
cosmodrome, for launches of April 17 and October 29, 1998.
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presented in Table 5. Relevant results show that the values of
SAWparameters are similar, which indicates a good stability
of the data obtained.

A minor scatter of values of the main SAW parameters
obtained for di9erent GPS arrays and for di9erent launches
of both types of rockets, bears witness to the validity of the
method used to detect and determine the SAW characteris-
tics in the Baikonur conditions.

Unlike the Baikonur cosmodrome, the relative position of
the Space Shuttle Cight path and of the GPS-array stations
was inconvenient for SAW detection because the subiono-
spheric points of the GPS satellites were near the launch
pad. As a consequence the aspect condition (3) was not
satisEed simultaneously for all GPS stations located near
the KSC cosmodrome. This is especially true for stations
CCV1, CCV3 and EKY1 located in the neighborhood of
the launch pad along a direction similar to that of the Cight
path. This resulted in a low degree of correlation and a very
di9erent amplitude of SAW responses at the array elements
(Fig. 6f). Some of the di9erent listed in Table 1 are too
close to each other (CCV1, CCV3; MIA1, MIA3; KYW1,
KYW2) and cannot be used in mutual veriEcation of the
reliability of measurements. As a result, we were able to
obtain, for the October 29, 1998 launch, only two sets of
triangles out of the nine GPS stations available to us.

Because of the low correlation of the responses and the
inconvenient GPS-array geometry for the April 17, 1998
launch, we were also unable to obtain reliable estimates of
the SAW wave vector parameters. Therefore, we did not
plot the relevant data in Fig. 2.

5. Discussion

Here, we discuss the main results and compare them with
Endings reported by other authors. Within the context of this
study, we deliberately pass over a physical interpretation
of our obtained results because of no information available
about the dynamics and energetics of PROTON, SOYUZ
and SPACE SHUTTLE launches. Our intention is to obtain
more trustworthy and reliable data ensuring the new possi-
bilities of a global GPS monitoring.

5.1. The form of response

It was found that in spite of the di9erence of the rocket
characteristics, the local time, the season, and the level of
geomagnetic disturbance, the ionospheric response for all
launches has the character of an N -wave. The SAW period
T is 270–360 s, and the amplitude exceeds the standard
deviation of background TEC Cuctuations in this range of
periods under quiet and moderate geomagnetic conditions,
by a factor of 2–5 as a minimum.

Our measurements of the period and amplitude of the
SAW response are in good agreement with frequency
Doppler shifts measured in the HF range during SPACE

SHUTTLE launches on February 28, 1990 and April 28,
1991 (Jacobson and Carlos, 1994), as well as with cor-
responding estimates of a maximum shift F reported by
Nagorsky (1998, 1999) for oblique HF radio path during
the rocket launches from Baikonur cosmodrome. They are
also similar to the estimates obtained by Li et al. (1994)
using the transionospheric VHF radio signal from geosta-
tionary satellite MARECS-B2 during SPACE SHUTTLE
launches on October 18, 1993 (STS-58) and February 3,
1994 (STS-60).

According to measurements reported by Calais and Min-
ster (1996), during SPACE SHUTTLE (STS-58) launch
on October 18, 1993 two series of TEC Cuctuations were
recorded, one of which had also the form of an N -wave with
a maximum amplitude of 0:25 TECU, which is also consis-
tent with our data.

It was pointed out in the literature that SAW of a simi-
lar form and with a similar amplitude were detected during
powerful industrial explosions (Afraimovich et al., 1984;
Jacobson et al., 1988; Blanc and Jacobson, 1989; Fitzger-
ald, 1997; Calais et al., 1998a,b; Nagorsky, 1998) and the
earthquakes (Calais and Minster, 1995; Afraimovich et al.,
2001).

To illustrate this similarity, let us consider the results
derived from analyzing the ionospheric e9ect of SAW dur-
ing Turkey earthquake August 17, 1999, at the GPS-array
(KATZ, BSHM, GILB) for PRN06 (at the left of Fig. 7).
A detailed description of this experiment is given by
Afraimovich et al. (2001).

In this case, the delay of the SAW response with respect to
the time of the earthquake is 20 min (DAY 229). The SAW
has the form of an N -wave with a period T of about 390 s
and an amplitude AI =0:12 TECU, which is an order of
magnitude larger than TEC Cuctuations for background days
(Day 228, Day 230). This time interval was characterized
by a very low level of geomagnetic activity (−14 nT). The
amplitude of a maximum frequency Doppler shift AF at
the L1 GPS frequency of 1575:42 MHz was found to be
4:0 mHz.

Similar results were obtained by using the above method
of processing in analyzing the ionospheric response for GPS
station MDO1 during NewMexico power explosion on June
6, 1993 (Fig. 7, at the right). A detailed analysis of this event,
based on data from a special GPS receiver located at about
200 km from the explosion site, is reported by Fitzgerald
(1997).

5.2. Angular characteristics of the wave vector, and the
phase velocity of SAW

As pointed out in the Introduction, some researchers
report markedly di9erent values of the SAW propagation
velocity—up to several thousand m=s, which exceeds the
sound velocity at SAW propagation heights in the atmo-
sphere. According to the data from a review by Karlov et al.
(1980), the propagation velocity of the SAW ionospheric
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Fig. 7. Same as in Fig. 4, but for the Turkey earthquake on August
17, 1999 (at the left), and for the New Mexico explosion on June
6, 1993 (at the right).

response recorded during launches of the Apollo mission
rockets, varied from 600 to 1670 m=s.

Arendt (1971) suggested that the shock wave produced
by rocket Cight is divided in the ionosphere at about 160 km
altitude into the ion-acoustic mode (with a velocity as high
as 1:3 km=s) and a normal acoustic mode (with the velocity
of up to 500 m=s). Arendt (1971) explains the di9erence in
propagation velocities of the Erst and second disturbances
observed during Apollo-14 and Apollo-15 launches at the
same distance of 1440 km from the launch site, by a di9er-
ence in atmospheric conditions and propagation paths of the
waves because of seasonal variations of the ionosphere.

Noble (1990) describes the observations of long-period
waves over the Arecibo incoherent scatter station dur-
ing SPACE SHUTTLE STS-4 launch on June 27, 1982.
At a large distance from the path (up to 1000 km) the

group velocity of wave propagation was found to be
600–700 m=s.
According to GPS measurements (Calais and Minster,

1996), the SAW phase velocity at ionospheric heights is
about 1000–1300 m=s.
A common limitation of existing methods for determin-

ing the SAW phase velocity is the need to know the launch
time of the rocket since this velocity is calculated from the
SAW delay with respect to the launch time assuming that
the velocity along the propagation path is constant, which
is by far contrary to fact. Furthermore, only the horizontal
component of the phase velocity Vh was in essence deter-
mined in such studies. At di9erent values of elevation of the
wave vector Kt , the velocity Vh corresponds to markedly
di9ering values of the modules of the phase velocity Vt .
The use of the method proposed in this paper makes pos-

sible determining angular characteristics of the wave vector
Kt and, accordingly, estimating Vt . According to our data
(Tables 3 and 4), the elevation of the SAW wave vector
varied from 30◦ to 60◦, and the SAW phase velocity was in
the range of from 900 to 1200 m=s. We determine the phase
velocity of the line of equal TEC at the height of the iono-
spheric F-region maximum which makes the main contribu-
tion to variations in TEC between the receiver and the GPS
satellite and corresponds to the region of maximum sensi-
tivity of the method. Since Vt approaches the sound velocity
at these altitudes (Li et al., 1994), this makes it possible to
identify the sound nature of a TEC perturbation.

Similar results were also obtained in estimating the
phase velocity of the SAW generated during earthquakes
(Afraimovich et al., 2001).

5.3. The location and ‘switch-on’ delay of the SAW source

The position of the SAW source, calculated by neglecting
refraction corrections, corresponds to the segments of the
rocket trajectory (Figs. 1 and 2) within distances of the least
700–900 km from the launch pad for the PROTON and of at
least 200–500 km for the SPACE SHUTTLE. This is con-
sistent with the ‘switch-on’ delay Stw of the source which
is 250–300 s for the PROTON and 200 s for the SPACE
SHUTTLE. As is evident from our data, the calculated po-
sition of the SAW source for rocket launches does not co-
incide with the position of the launch pad. At the same
time, the source location is in reasonably good agreement
with that of horizontal projections of the rocket trajectories
(Figs. 1 and 2).

Kaschak et al. (1970) analyzed the data from the infra
sound measuring arrays located on the USA north-eastern
coast which observed strong acoustic signals from launch
and reentry areas of the Saturn-5. The authors identiEed
three types of signals: one includes early signals whose
arrival time corresponded to supersonic values of their ve-
locity equal to 500–1000 m=s; the other type represents nor-
mal signals with the group velocity approximately equal to
the normal velocity of sound propagation in the air; and the
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last type involves late signals with subsonic velocities in
the range of from 190 to 240 m=s. Kaschak et al. (1970)
and Balachandran et al. (1971) suggested that the so-called
‘early’ signals during rocket launches are caused by SAW
which are generated during the reentry of the Erst stage at
distances from the launch pad exceeding 500 km.

However, our data are in better agreement with the mech-
anism substantiated by Li et al. (1994), Calais and Minster
(1996), and Nagorsky (1998, 1999). They believe that the
generation of SAW occurs during a nearly horizontal travel
of the rocket with the operating engine along the acceleration
segment of the trajectory, at the lower atmospheric heights
of 100–130 km. The rocket travels this segment with super-
sonic velocity at 100–300 s of its Cight at a distance of at
least 500 km from the launch pad. As soon as it ascends to
an altitude of about 100 km, the SAW source is ‘switched
on’.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated the form of SAW gen-
erated during rocket launches. We have developed a method
for determining SAW parameters (including angular char-
acteristics of the wave vector and the SAW phase velocity,
as well as the direction to the source) using the GPS-arrays
whose elements can be chosen out of a large set of GPS sta-
tions forming part of a global GPS network. Unlike existing
radio techniques, the proposed method estimates SAW pa-
rameters without a priory information about the site and time
of rocket launch. The implementation of the method is illus-
trated by analyzing ionospheric e9ects from launches of the
PROTON, SOYUZ and SPACE SHUTTLE from Baikonur
and KSC cosmodromes in 1998–2000.

The results reported in this study suggest the following
conclusions:

1. In spite of the di9erence of the rocket characteristics, for
all launches the ionospheric response has the character of
an N -wave corresponding to the form of a shock wave,
irrespective of the type of disturbance source (rocket
launch, industrial explosion, earthquake).

2. The SAW period T is 270–360 s, and its amplitude
(from 0.1 to 0.5 TECU) exceeds the standard deviation
of TECU background Cuctuations in this range of peri-
ods under quiet and moderate geomagnetic conditions
by a factor of 2–5 as a minimum.

3. The elevation of the SAW wave vector varies within 35
–60◦, and the SAW phase velocity (900–1200 m=s) ap-
proaches the sound velocity at heights of the ionospheric
F-region minimum. This makes it possible to identify the
sound nature of a TEC perturbation.

4. The position of the SAW source, calculated by neglect-
ing refraction corrections, corresponds to a segment of
the PROTON and SOYZ trajectory at a distance of at
least 700–900 km from the launch pad and to the rocket

Cight altitude of at least 100 km. For the SPACE, SHUT-
TLE, the position of the SAW source corresponds to the
segment of the trajectory at a distance of at least
200–500 km from the launch pad and to the rocket Cight
altitude of at least 100 km.

Hopefully, our investigation would provide additional
useful insights into the physical processes occurring during
Cights of rockets in the Earth’s atmosphere on the accelera-
tion segment of the trajectory. In addition, this would make
it possible to identify more reliable signal indications of
technogenic e9ects which are necessary for constructing an
e9ective global radio system for detection and localization
of these e9ects by processing the data from an international
network of two-frequency receivers of the GPS-GLONASS
navigation systems.
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